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Dispatchers play a critical role in efficiently coordinating people 
and resources. As an event unfolds, clear and reliable voice 
communications connect dispatchers with teams in the field while 
situational awareness tools can provide essential data to make 
informed decisions and efficiently organize a response.

Elevate your dispatch operations and optimize response times 
with Teldio TruFleet Plus - available directly within your Avtec Scout 
console. Teldio TruFleet Plus offers radio text messaging, and 
tracking of your MOTOTRBO radios in real-time using a rich and 
intuitive web-based interface.



Key Features: 

Precise Location Tracking
Accurately track the location of MOTOTRBO radios 
both indoors and outdoors.

Route Replay
View, search, and replay, radio tracking from any 
given time period. Generate and share replay 
reports and statistics.  

Simple Deployment
Teldio TruFleet Plus is easy to set up and fits 
seamlessly on your Scout console screen.

Geofence Alerts
Create geofences and receive alerts when radios 
move in and out of certain areas.

Radio Messaging
Easily send messages to your employees from 
within your Avtec Scout Console.

Customizable Mapping
Import your own indoor and outdoor standard-
based maps, enabling a familiar visual view of 
your environment.
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Keep an eye on your team 
from the Scout console. 
Knowing where your responders are can play a critical role in their safety 
and security as well as the efficiency of your operations. View the location 
of your MOTOTRBO radios to keep an eye on employees who work alone, 
track employee response times, and monitor restricted areas. Teldio 
TruFleet Plus also integrates into Motorola’s Man Down, Lone Worker, and 
Motorola Emergency events to raise safety alarms.

Improve fleet management 
capabilities and drive 
operational efficiency.
Efficiently monitor and manage your fleet of school buses, utility trucks, 
or any vehicles equipped with MOTOTRBO radios. Teldio TruFleet Plus 
enhances route management, allowing you to optimize inventory and 
streamline operations with comprehensive reporting and route replays. 
With Teldio TruFleet Plus, you can track your assets with granular turn-
by-turn updates, providing real-time visibility and control over your fleet. 
Whether you require continuous tracking or only during emergencies, 
Teldio TruFleet Plus offers the flexibility to meet your specific needs. 
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For more information contact your Avtec inside sales representative  
at 1-803-358-3600 or email us at is@avtecinc.com.

Streamline  
Workflows
Combine your Avtec Scout 
Console and Teldio TruFleet 
Plus applications to and 
reduce the number of siloed 
applications in use.

Improve Operational 
Efficiency
Locate MOTOTRBO radios 
quickly and accurately. Track 
time spent on a service call 
or direct the closest person 
to an event.

Multiple 
Communication 
Methods
Relay your messages via the 
most appropriate channel. 
Communicate with voice or 
text messaging depending on 
the situation. 

Enhance  
Workplace Safety
Improve emergency response 
times, monitor restricted 
areas, and trigger automated 
alerts for increased safety.
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